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About This Game

BlockAid is a minimalistic puzzle game centered around providing safe passage for pawns through a maze of raised blocks. By
placing tools themed around protection, education and livelihood you lower the blocks and help create a path for these pawns to

cross to the other side.

Protection

Place these red blocks to provide additional hearts to each pawn that steps on that square, when a pawn reaches 0 hearts it's
game over.

Education
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Gain additional turns for each pawn that steps on one of these blue squares, you need turns to be able to continue.

Livelihood

Adding more of these yellow blocks helps increase the your score.

Features

 Made in less than 4 days to help support the efforts of the charity War Child

 Easy to learn, hard to master gameplay

 Simple yet relaxing visuals and soundtrack

 Show off your score to the world in the online leaderboard

Created as part of the HELP: THE GAME compilation.
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Title: BlockAid
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SEGA Hardlight™
Publisher:
SEGA
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2016
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Blockaide is a fairly simplistic game. You have to help as many peeps cross the board as possible, utilising special pieces that
change the available paths for the characters to take. This is a game for those who love puzzles and a bit of a challenge. Your
difficulty is that you have a limited number of moves available.

And that's it really - there's not much else to tell you about the game.. Cute game, possibly would've been more fitting as a
mobile app, but still fun!. Fun game!
Looks very complicated at a first glance.
After playing some rounds it looks easy.
And after you understand the full mechanics its complicated (and very fun) again.. Unique and interesting gameplay. Enjoyed
the aesthetics. Fun little game!
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